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To disrupt you must transform

71%1 of CEOs plan to radically transform their organisations’ operating model - and more than 
half say that acting with agility is the new currency of business. CIOs have a pivotal role to 
play in how the organisation, its suppliers and its people respond including how to make IT 
more agile to better support business transformation.

1: KPMG CEO Outlook Survey, KPMG International, 2018
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CIOs have important questions
– How should I build an agile customer-centric

IT function?

– How do we help the wider business transform
to a digital future?

– How do I accelerate IT best practice?

– What’s the best way to maximise return from
cloud ITSM?

– How can we de-risk IT transformation?

Powered Enterprise accelerates IT 
transformation
At the heart of KPMG Powered Enterprise | IT is a pre-built 
target operating model.

Powered IT is the outcome-driven transformation solution that 
prepares your business for the future. 

KPMG teams understand the human factors involved in 
business transformation. We can help inspire and empower 
your people to embrace change, as you align your workforce 
transformation with industry disruption.

A pre-configured cloud solution, embedded with years of 
leading practice and enhanced with automation, Powered IT 
enables you to quickly transform and aims to derive maximum 
value from your move to the cloud. 

It’s not what you put into the cloud that 
matters, but what you get out of it
Powered Enterprise | IT provides:

– A jump start to your digital transformation

– Immediate access to leading practices and processes

– Validated solutions with proven real-world usability

– Reduced implementation risks and enhanced ROI

– High-touch change management and employee
experience

– A solid platform for continuing evolution and progress

Powered enables us to see the future, 
relate it to what we have today and move 
forward with leading practice.

– A multinational hospital

KPMG was a perfect fit for us, bringing the 
tools and experience necessary for us to 
make a complete and smooth transition to 
the cloud.

– A US building material company
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What’s in the box?
Powered IT provides a formidable combination of leading practices and processes, 
proven technology solutions and a next-generation delivery framework.

 – The Powered operating model shapes how transformation plays through every 
layer of your organisation;

 – the Powered execution suite is an integrated platform of next generation tools 
to help deliver functional transformation;

 – and Powered managed services provides access to specialised resources to 
drive continuing evolution.

 

With KPMG Powered Enterprise | IT 
you can: 

 – Transform the way you run your 
business

 – Build agile functions that evolve 
as you grow

 – Help your people to adopt and 
embrace change

 – Exploit new technologies for 
value and performance

 – Drive future success with the 
latest leading practice

What comes next is powered 
by KPMG.

To find out more about Powered 
Enterprise | IT and the impact it can 
have on your business visit:  
www.kpmg.com/poweredenterprise

Going beyond efficiency gains
Powered IT focuses on the future agility of your business. It includes and reaches 
beyond efficiency gains from traditional ITSM-related tasks by using automation, 
predictive analytics and cognitive learning to extend the role of IT. This will not be 
a legacy you need to discard in five years’ time.

To find out more about KPMG Powered 
Enterprise, please contact:

Rayan Stephan 
Go-to-Market Lead,  
KPMG Powered Enterprise 
T: +61 2 9346 6027
E: rstephan1@kpmg.com.au
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The Powered Enterprise operating model

Imagine your IT function with...

Seeing is believing with Powered Enterprise | IT.
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The information contained in this document is of a general nature and is not intended to address the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular individual or entity. It is provided 
for information purposes only and does not constitute, nor should it be regarded in any manner whatsoever, as advice and is not intended to influence a person in making a decision, including, 
if applicable, in relation to any financial product or an interest in a financial product. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such 
information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a 
thorough examination of the particular situation.

To the extent permissible by law, KPMG and its associated entities shall not be liable for any errors, omissions, defects or misrepresentations in the information or for any loss or damage 
suffered by persons who use or rely on such information (including for reasons of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise).
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